
WILL
They’re good kids. Yvonne just feels the need to rebel, it’s her age. Plus they’re both pretty 
scared right now. You know what that was like.

AMY
Yeah. So I should cut them some slack?

WILL
No. Treat them like normal. They will rise to the occasion. They have a lot of their mother 
in them.

AMY
Let’s hope they don’t have too much of their mother in them.

LIGHTS DOWN on Will and Amy.

SCENE THIRTY-NINE

SFX: DRY HEAVES

LIGHTS UP on Amy in her home bathroom, 
kneeling in front of the commode; Will kneels 
beside her, holding her hair back. 

She turns around and sits facing the audience. 
Will sits beside her, dabbing her head and face 
with a wet cloth.

AMY
Wow, that was pleasant for both of us.

WILL
Little advice: when people upchuck, they’re supposed to upchuck something.

AMY
I don’t have anything left in me. I’m so sorry.

WILL
Being an upchucker means never having to say you’re sorry. It’s taking you longer to 
recover.

AMY
I know. I shouldn’t have needed anyone today.
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WILL
I’m glad Thomas called. He needs to be at work sometime. Keep that place running.

AMY
The girls will be home soon.

WILL
About an hour.

AMY
Yvonne dropped cheerleading. I think she feels like she needs to be home taking care of 
me.

WILL
Nah. She just likes watching you upchuck. Mean streak in that girl.

AMY
I’m ruining their childhood. They should be just out being kids, not rearranging their lives 
around chemo treatments.

WILL
Amy, don’t...

AMY
Thomas deserves so much better. He’s such a saint, but hasn’t been able to-

WILL
Did you hear about the violist sitting on the side of the road?

AMY
Will, I-

WILL
This viola player is sitting by the side of this busy highway, six lanes, cars and trucks 
flying by. And she’s staring at some spot on the other side of the freeway, and she’s just 
saying, “thirty-two, thirty-two, thirty-two” over and over again.

Amy slides down on the floor, putting her head 
in Will’s lap. He holds the cloth to her forehead.

WILL
A violin player comes by and notices her staring. “Thirty-two, thirty-two, thirty-two.” 
“Hey, you dumb violist, what are you looking at?” But the viola player doesn’t respond, 
just keeps staring. “Thirty-two, thirty-two, thirty-two.” The violinist looks out, but can’t for 
the life of her see what the violist is looking at. 
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And it’s driving her crazy, but she can’t get the violist to tell her what she’s seeing. Finally 
its too much, and the violin player decides she just has to know. So she watches the cars, 
and starts crossing the highway. And she gets past the first lane, and then the second lane, 
and then the third lane, and then - WHAM! She gets hit by a truck. 

And the violist says, “Thirty-three, thirty-three, thirty-three...”

Amy laughs until she coughs.

AMY
The violist’s revenge.

WILL
Had to happen sometime.

Amy reaches up and takes Will’s hand.

AMY
I’m not ready to leave them.

WILL
You won’t. I’ve made a deal with God. You don’t get to go anywhere until after I’m long 
gone. And I’m not going anywhere, at least not until my grandbabies give me a few great 
grand babies.

AMY
You can’t make those kind of deals.

WILL
Sure I can. Besides, if you die, Thomas will kill you.

AMY
Good point. 

Beat.

AMY
So there’s a violinist, a violist and a bass player on an airplane...

LIGHTS DOWN.
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